
Y3 Learning Journey 

Spring Term



Why do you think so many People go 

to the Mediterranean for their holiday?



Our learning Journey this term has 

been based around the Enquiry 

question on the previous slide.



To answer this question our focus was building on our 

mapping skills and researching the various countries





“I really enjoyed learning about all the countries in the 

Mediterranean but my favourite country we researched was 

France because that is where Coco Chanel is from and I like her.”

-Julia













We also learned lots during Science 

week and how to be greener!



We carried out an 

experiment testing a 

range of materials to 

investigate which held 

the heat for the longest 

to conserve energy!





“One thing I enjoy most about Science week is we get to 

do experiments and we tested the temperature of water 

to see which would stay hottest”

- Olivia 



We also learned about the rise and fall of fossils fuels for powering 

transport!



“I enjoyed Science week and learning about how cars work. Bertha Benz drove 

the very first car to her Mam’s house to test it out. It was her husbands car 

Benz.”

- Kailan



We looked into Katherine Johnson who 

was a female scientist that worked for 

Nasa – Year 3 found this extremely 

interesting!





“Katherine Johnson work was fun and 

interesting. She worked for NASA and they used 

her like a computer because she was so clever.”

- Oliver



In our Art and Design we looked into 

Coco Chanel





“I think her (Coco Chanel) artwork and designs 

are amazing. I redrew her Logo and was really 

proud of it.”

- Jacob



We practiced our sketching skills



We built on some 

sewing skills 

creating flowers 

inspired by Coco 

Chanel



“I really enjoyed sewing the flowers, it was quite hard but I 

persevered and my flower was really pretty.”

- Ella

“I’ve not done sewing for a while so at first found it tricky but 

once I had done a few of the stitches I found it easy again and 

thought the end flower looked really nice.”

- Maddison







Lastly, for poetry week we created our 

own Free Verse Poems (A poem with no 

rules)! 





We hope you enjoyed our presentation as much as we 

enjoyed the learning


